The right(left) derivative, a −1 , e− and e, a −1
Introduction
Central loops('C-loops' for short) are the least studied of the Bol-Moufang type loops. Closely related to them are left central loops(LC-loops) and right central loops(RCloops)( [9] ). They have been found to behave in a manner similar to that of Moufang loops. The identities and the equivalent ones that describe these loops(LC,RC,C) are available in [9] and we give them below.
(yx · x)z = y(x · xz) central identity (1) xx · yz = (x · xy)z left central identity (2) (x · xy)z = x(x · yz) left central identity (3) (xx · y)z = x(x · yz) left central identity (4) yz · xx = y(zx · x) right central identity (5) (yz · x)x = y(zx · x) right central identity (6) (yz · x)x = y(z · xx) right central identity
They have been studied by Phillips and Vojtěchovský [19] , [16] , [18] , Kinyon et. al. [20] , [15] , [17] , Ramamurthi and Solarin [21] , Fenyves [8] , [9] , Kunen [12] , Adeniran [1] , Solarin and Chiboka [22] , [6] and Jaiyéolá and Adéníran [11] . The difficulty in studying them is as a result of the nature of the identities defining them when compared with other BolMoufang identities. It can be noticed that in the aforementioned LC identity, the repeated variable x variables is consecutively positioned and neither the variable y nor the variable z is between them. A similarly observation is true in the other two identities(i.e the RC and C identities). But this observation is not true in the identities defining Bol loops, Moufang loops and extra loops. Fenyves [9] gave three equivalent identities that define LC-loops, three equivalent identities that define RC-loops and only one identity that defines C-loops. But recently, Phillips and Vojtěchovský [16] , [18] gave four equivalent identities that define LC-loops and four equivalent identities that define RC-loops. Three of the four identities given by Phillips and Vojtěchovský are the same as the three already given by Fenyves. The news ones discovered by Phillips and Vojtěchovský are as follows.
LC-loops, RC-loops, C-loops and their isotopes were first studied in [11] and it was shown that isotopes exist under triples of the form (A, B, B) and (A, B, B). Our aim in this study is to investigate if these two types of triples can give rise to a system of isotopic LC-loops, RC-loops and C-loops.
Here we treat loops in another way by considering their derivatives. This concept is well described in [14] and it was used to answer one of the popular questions raised on Gloops. If (G, ·) is a quasigroup, the operation (·) is called a function F on G and we write x · y = F (x, y) and (G, ·) = (G, F ). If we have several quasigroups on the same carrier set G, then we write (G,
Definition 1.1 (Page 79, [14])
Let G be the carrier set of quasigroups
The operation (•) depends entirely on a ∈ G. So we write (G, •) = F a and call it the left derivative of F w.r.t a. So we have
So we write
we also have what we call right derivative of F . Fix a ∈ G such that
Then we call (G, * ) = F a the right derivative of F w.r.t a. So we have
In section 3, if a loop L is commutative, it is shown that L been an LC(RC)-loop is necessary and sufficient for it to be an RC(LC or C)-loop. Consequently, the right(left) derivative, a −1 , e− and e, a −1 − isotopes of such a C-loop are found to be C-loops. Furthermore, for such an LC(RC or C)-loop (L, F ), it is shown that {F, F a −1 , F a −1 ,e } and {F, F a −1 , F e,a −1 } are systems of isotopic C-loops that obey a form of generalized distributive law. It is proved that for a loop (L, θ) to be an LC(RC or C)-loop, it is necessary and sufficient for the parastrophe (L, θ * ) to be a RC(LC or C)-loop. Hence, isotopes (L, ⊗) and (L, ⊖) of (L, θ) and (L, θ * ) respectively are proved to be isotopic if either (L, ⊗) or (L, ⊖) is commutative. The multiplication tables of an LC-quasigroup isotope, RC-loop parastrophe of an LC-loop in [9] and an RC-quasigroup isotope of the RC-loop parastrophe are constructed in this section. And these four were found to form a system of isotopic C-quasigroup under the above mentioned condition.
Section 4 generalizes the part of the results in [11] on group isotopes of C-loops. Under the triple(s) mentioned in [11] , it is shown that C-loops are isotopic to some finite indecomposable groups of the classes D i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in [5] . Whence, it is proved that the center of such a C-loop has a rank of 1,2 or 3.
For other concepts on Loop Theory mentioned in this paper, readers should please consult Bruck [2] and Pflugfelder [14] .
Preliminaries
The following results which are proved in [11] will be judiciously used in this study. 
Theorem 2.2 Let (G, ·) and (H, •) be two distinct loops. If G is a central square C-loop, H an alternative central square loop and the triple
α = (A, B, B) α = (A, B, A) is an isotopism of G upon H, then H is a C-loop. Theorem 2.3 Let (G, ·) and (H, •) be commutative loops. If α = (A, B, B) or α = (A, B, A) is an isotopism of G upon H, then G
is a C-loop if and only if H is a C-loop.
3 Derivatives and Parastrophes
commutative loop. L is an LC(RC)-loop ⇔ it is an RC(LC)-loop.
Proof Let L be a commutative LC(RC)-loop, then by identity (3)( (6) (3)). Hence the proof is complete.
Corollary 3.1 A commutative loop L is an RC(LC)-loop ⇔ it is a C-loop.

Proof
Recall that in [9] , a loop is a C-loop if and only if it is both an RC-loop and an LC-loop. Using this fact alone, the sufficient part is proved. The necessary part follows by this fact and Lemma 3.1.
Derivatives of Central Loops
3.
and F e,a −1 are commutative C-loops.
F is a commutative C-loop follows immediately from Corollary 3.1.
If (I, B, B)
:
Whence
Similarly, if f = e , g = a −1 , then
and F e,a −1 are C-loops. Commutativity is an isomorphic invariant property, hence we conclude that F a −1 e and F e,a −1 are commutative. [11] , we were unable to find a convenient f, g−isotope to work with which was not the case for Moufang loops in [14] . But by Theorem 3.1, it is now clear that a −1 , e−isotopes or e, a −1 −isotopes are such f, g−isotopes for some a ∈ L.
Remark 3.1 This result is also true if (L, F ) is an RC-loop. Initially, when we started our study of isotopic invariance of central loops in
2.
Proof By [9] , a C-loop is an LC-loop. Hence the result follows from Theorem 3.1. 
System of Isotopic Central Loops
is a commutative C-loop for any fixed a ∈ L.
are commutative C-loops.
obeys a form of the generalized left distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L. Also
obeys a form of the generalized right distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L. Therefore the system {F , F a −1 , F a −1 ,e } obeys a form of the generalized distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L.
On the other hand,
obeys a form of the generalized right distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L. Therefore the system {F , F a −1 , F e,a −1 } obeys a form of the generalized distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L. The proof is complete.
3. the system {F , F a −1 , F a −1 ,e } of isotopic loops obey a form of generalized left distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L.
Proof
If (A, I, A)
Hence the system {F , F a −1 , F a −1 ,e } of isotopic loops obeys a form of generalized left distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L.
Theorem 3.5 Let (L, F ) be an RC-loop with identity e. If (L, F 1 ) is an (I, B, B)-loop
isotope of (L, F ) such that B ∈ Π ρ (F ), then :
3. the system {F , F a −1 , F e,a −1 } of isotopic loops obey a form of generalized right distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L.
Hence the system {F , F a −1 , F e,a −1 } of isotopic loops obeys a form of generalized right distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L.
Corollary 3.2 Let (L, F ) be a central square C-loop with identity e. If :
(ii)
(iii) the system {F , F a −1 , F a −1 ,e } of isotopic loops obey a form of generalized left distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L. F 1 ) is an (I, B, B) -loop isotope of (L, F ) such that B ∈ Π ρ (F ), then ;
(L,
(ii) F 1 ∼ = F e,a −1 .
(iii) the system {F , F a −1 , F e,a −1 } of isotopic loops obey a form of generalized right distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L.
(iii) the system {F , F a −1 , F a −1 ,e } of isotopic central square C-loops that obey a form of generalized left distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L. Proof 1. A loop is a C-loop if and only if it is both an LC-loop and an RC-loop. Thus using Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5, the proof of the whole of (1) follows immediately.
A loop is a C-loop if and only if it is both an LC-loop
and an RC-loop. Thus using Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5, the proof of the whole of (2) follows immediately.
(i)
Since F is a central square C-loop, then by Theorem 2.2, F 1 is a C-loop.
(ii) Following Theorem 3.3, F 1 ∼ = F a −1 ,e for all fixed a ∈ L implies F a −1 ,e is a central square C-loop since by (i), F 1 is a central square C-loop.
(iii) According to Theorem 3.3, the system of isotopic loops ; {F , F a −1 , F a −1 ,e } obey a form of generalized left distributive law for all fixed a ∈ L. In fact by (i) and (ii), it is a system of central square C-loops.
Remark 3.2
The set Π ρ , Π λ or Π as used here for a loop is not a groupoid. But in [4] , the author gives examples of regular permutation sets that form loops.
A Certain Parastrophe of Central Loop
The definitions of the five parastrophes or conjugates of a loop are given in [7] . But here, we are concerned with just one of them and we give the definition below. 
is an RC(LC)-loop by identity (5)( (2)). For the other part (L, θ * ) is an RC-loop by
is an LC-loop. End of the proof.
is an C-loop by identity (1).
Construction of Two Isotopic Loops
Theorem 3.6 Let (L, ⊗) and (L, ⊕) be two distinct quasigroups isotopic to the loops (L, θ) and (L, θ * ) respectively. If one of (L, ⊗) and (L, ⊕) is commutative, then they are isotopic.
Proof
To avoid confusion, let us denote the left translations of
x respectively and the right translations by
By the general form of the result in [3] 
and
From (10), we have
Hence, combining (11) and (12);
by the general form of the result in [3] . Alternatively by (13) ,
is commutative
by the general form of the result in [3] . 
The proof of (1) and (2) follows from the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
Construction 1
We shall be considering an LC-loop (L, θ), of order 6 taken from [9] , which is neither a C-loop nor a Bol loop. By using the left regular permutations of (L, θ), i.e the members of Π λ (L, θ), we were able to calculate the members of Π λ (L, ⊗) with the aid of the general form of the result in [3] , where (L, ⊗) is an isotope of (L, θ) under the isotopism α = (A, B, C), where A = (1 5 2 4 3 6) and B = C = (1 3 4 6 5 2). Hence the multiplication table of this quasigroup isotope is shown below. (4) and (8) . This can be verified using computer programs such as GAP, FINITAS, SEM, MACE, MAGMA, MAGIC, FINDER, PROVER and OTTER. But the package 'LOOPS' is not designed for investigating Bol-Moufang identities in quasigroups. [12] , a quasigroup which obeys (3) is not an loop. The construction above is an example that confirms this fact.
Remark 3.4 As shown in
Construction 2
It is possible to construct an RC-loop from an LC-loop and vice versa. This is possible by Lemma 3.2. Thus from the LC-loop (L, θ), we can construct an RC-loop (L, θ * ) of order 6 by following the statement in [7] which says that the multiplication table of (L, θ * ) is gotten by bordering the resulting latin square gotten by transposing the latin square of the multiplication table of (L, θ).
Hence, the multiplication table for the RC-loop (L, θ * ) is : Whence, we go ahead to construct an RC-quasigroup isotope of (L, θ * ). From the elements of Π ρ (L, θ * ), we use the general form of the result in [3] , to compute the elements Π ρ (L, ⊕) of a quasigroup isotope (L, ⊕) such that α = (A, B, C) is the isotopism between them, A = C = (1 5 2 4 3 6) and B = (1 3 4 6 5 2).
Thus the multiplication table for the quasigroup isotope (L, ⊕) of (L, θ * ) is ; By Theorem 2.1, (L, ⊕) is an RC-quasigroup with a right identity element e ′ ρ = 3 and obeys the RC-identity (6) but does not obey other RC-identities (5), (7) and (9) . This can also be verified using the computer programs mentioned earlier on except the package 'LOOPS' which is not designed for investigating Bol-Moufang identities in quasigroups.
What could be the relationship between (L, ⊗) and (L, ⊕)? Particularly, are they isotopic? By Theorem 3.6, if (L, ⊗) or (L, ⊕) is commutative, then they are isotopic. But (L, ⊗) and (L, ⊕) are LC-quasigroup and RC-quasigroup respectively. Consequently, if the formal condition is assumed for both quasigroups, then by Corollary 3.1 and Corollary 3.1, (L, ⊗) and (L, ⊕) are isotopic C-quasigroups. Thus, if (L, θ) is a C-loop, then by Lemma 3.3, (L, θ * ) is a C-loop, whence by Corollary 3.3,
is a system of isotopic C-quasigroups.
Remark 3. 5 We must note that the two constructions we have considered so far considers isotopism between loops and quasigroups, which according to [14] [14] is advantageous over isomorphism in the classification of finite loops.
